Purpose -To explore and add insight to the online-dating services phenomena which is the next product and beneficiary of the internet revolution that offers customers a convenient and affordable alternate to traditional methods of dating. Design/methodology/approach -Empirically investigated through conceptual models and statistical methods was the value proposition of online matchmaking services, which boils down to the ability to provide appropriate matches through successfully business-to-customer (B2C) customer service enhanced by the web and based on sound customer relations management practices. Findings -The differentiation of the marketplace includes unique ways to collect user-based information and customized, proprietary algorithms that generate what are believed to be the best matches, based on user and matchmaking service criteria. Online dating services use statistics, data mining, and activity monitoring to provide appropriate matches; thus, differentiating their services and understanding the success of their product offering. Research limitations/implications -The basic strategic business model created by online dating industry that is researched in this paper is built around B2C customer service in a privacy and security conscious environment. Internet dating service providers are gaining increased acceptance though successful use of customized software that helps generate a potential valued-added match for the masses. Practical implications -What most companies do not define as clearly are the many privacy issues and possible protection against the people they may come in contact with through using these services. The industry has to be particular careful about the legal ramifications since much of the information it gathers from its customers must remain private and confidential in order to succeed and gain a larger market share. Originality/value -It is apparent that online dating services are concerned with privacy and confidentiality issues as high priority by management. To date, no academic-based research has surfaced concerning this emerging online industry and the information exchanges required to ensure a safe environment.
Introduction
Changing customer relationships in e-commerce The internet should be used to complement a traditional business strategy in establishing business-to-customer (B2C) relationships, and this is especially true for the online dating industry. Web-enabled technology does not remove the need to create a sustainable competitive advantage, and does not change the structure of an industry. Porter (2001) classifies the internet as a tool, and says that firms will be better off if
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The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at www.emeraldinsight.com/researchregister www.emeraldinsight.com/1468-4527.htm OIR 29,1 they share this perspective. The structural attractiveness of an industry is still determined by Porter's (1991 Porter's ( , 1998 Porter's ( , 1999a five forces, which are: the level of rivalry among competitors; barriers to entry; threat of substitute products; the bargaining power of suppliers; and the bargaining power of buyers. Those companies that have been built solely on the internet, with no real value and sky high price/earning (P/E) ratios are the dotcoms that have failed miserably, and lost a lot of money for many unsuspecting stockholders, who were sucked in by the hype and the promise of short-term gains. Some successful online dating firms are finding themselves in a similar situation, with noticeable increases in PE ratios. The internet can influence industry structure through its ability to deliver more information to a greater number of people. However, this does not change the basic industry structure, nor eliminate Porter's five forces. The leveling effect of the internet actually makes it more difficult for companies to use the internet's benefits to gain profitability. There is a proliferation of information, which makes purchasing and marketing considerably easier for everyone. However, there is relatively little opportunity for firms to differentiate themselves. Many online firms thought that the lack of barriers to entry, and the need for fewer assets, would make them profitable simply because they would have to spend less money to start conducting business. For most, this was not true. There was still a need for warehouses, inventory, electronic data interchanges (EDIs) systems and sales forces. With a lack of product distinction, internet sellers were reduced to competing on price. With so much information on other products and prices available online, profits were so depressed that no one was making the kind of profit that could sustain an organization.
The myth of switching costs drove many to rush into internet businesses. Business executives, owners and managers thought that if they were the first to set up their business on the internet, customers who were using their platform would sustain high switching costs by changing suppliers. However, this may not be the case for internet-based B2C. Also, the expected network effect never eventuated. The openness and ease of operation of the internet for customers, again, had a leveling effect on networks.
Partnering consists of offering two or more products that complement one another. Using partners, who may also be competitors, to offer complementary products can be dangerous because it can standardize the industry's product offering. Partnering, overall, tends to make companies more alike and creates more intense rivalry. Doing business on the internet has led to a proliferation of outsourcing. Outsourcing and the resulting loss of control of core practices and proprietary processes, shifts power to the suppliers, thus negatively impacting on profitability.
Although there may be some opportunities to increase profitability using internet technology, the outcome will most likely be increased competition, product homogeneity and increased power for suppliers and customers. Also, buyers and sellers (who may very well be the manufacturer in the case of products) can directly contact one another. Since there is no need for a middleman, some companies may put themselves out of business by conducting business online. There are at least two ways to ensure profitability, which are essentially the same for both traditional and internet influenced companies. Profitability results from operational effectiveness (doing the same things better) or through strategic positioning (doing things differently with a unique fit among practices/processes that makes imitation difficult). If you cannot Exploring online dating and CRM bring something that is distinctive to the market segment you are pursuing, the fact that you are now using internet applications will create absolutely no competitive advantage, and your pursuit of market share will not be successful. Successful companies have learned that the most common internet applications do not greatly change customer-buying decisions. Internet applications may be required because everyone else is doing it (e.g. online credit card processing and confirmation) and they make it easier to dissemination information to everyone (not just your customers or potential customers). However, this does not eliminate the need for critical assets that create a competitive advantage for the firm.
The internet should be used as a tool to strengthen strategic fit in B2C activities and should not be perceived as a way of creating a competitive advantage, or increasing productivity. Successful companies use a combination of the internet and traditional practices whereby the internet applications enhance the traditional business; they are certainly not a substitute. For example, Pets.com had very cute sock puppet mascot, but overlooked the profile of pet store customers who wanted to go to the pet store and look at the toys and food with their pet. On the other hand, PetsMart.com has an effective web site that is used to complement their traditional pet store. It is not a cyber substitute for pet owners. Many purchases in pet stores are impulsive in nature. The internet does not encourage this to the same degree as an actual store. Medical/virtual doctor visits web sites were much more successful when they became an extension of actual medical practices and hospitals, rather than operating as stand-alone entities.
The view of the internet "division" as a stand-alone model, separate from the mainstream organization, was one of the biggest mistakes made by many of the failed Internet companies. Their reasoning was that the mainstream organization would not stand behind, or promote, the internet due to fear of cannibalization. However, if they had done the opposite, and integrating internet applications into their existing traditional business, thereby enhancing existing services, or strengthening the fit between processes to create more value, the entire organization would have benefited in terms of profitability. For example, eBay (www.ebay.com) (and its payment clearinghouse company Pay Pal) is a company that was able to capitalize successfully on the internet alone. Of course, it does have a strategic plan in place. But, the internet is not just a "tool" for eBay -it is eBay. Unlike Amazon, eBay does not need warehouses or logistics. Similarly, online dating services use the internet as the only platform to bring buyers and sellers together. They do not have to integrate the internet into a traditional business model because they do not have an inventory. Hence, online dating services have successfully created a model around the internet's abilities.
Emerging online dating services
Online dating services are the latest and, perhaps one of the most controversial, businesses to benefit directly from the internet revolution. The internet's ability literally to reach millions of people, from anywhere in the world, day or night, has helped propel the online dating industry into a multibillion-dollar love story for e-commerce customers. This success story has been based on a customer base whose needs were not properly being met under the traditional matchmaking methods. The apparent success of the online dating phenomenon is partially based on a conscious attempt to overcome customer misgivings that plagued more traditional dating OIR 29,1 services. This latest attempt at strategically leveraging the Web has spawned an affordable, convenient, and reliable matchmaking service to the masses. In fact, based on a relatively recent comScore Media Metrix survey, the industry has seen considerable growth: more than 45 million Americans visited online dating web sites in May 2003, compared with about 35 million in December 2002 (Mehrotra, 2003) .
As with most e-commerce business enterprises, initial startup costs are reasonable, which substantially lowers the entry barrier for these companies. The first internet dating companies were able to focus their efforts on attracting customers to their web sites, thus using technology to enhance their customer relations. Variety is also the spice of life: in today's multiethnic, multicultural world there are online dating services for every possible ethnic and religious group, offered at every possible level of commitment. Traditional geographical boundaries no longer apply to most e-commerce activities; the same is apparently true for finding cyberlove.
Online dating services now offer custom brides-to-order from the Far East, Middle East, and the former Soviet countries. There are web sites that offer one night stands for individuals who are afraid of commitment, and web sites that cater for lesbians and gay couples. Once the right match has been established, technological advances enable these individuals to communicate instantaneously with their new partners. However, there are significant legal and moral ramifications for this relatively new industry. Customers rely on these online sites to keep their information safe and confidential. Firms must simultaneously be able to verify that the information their customers provide is correct, and provide value for their investment.
Customer relationship management
Specialized marketing strategies Internet dating services, such as those offered by companies such as eHarmony.com and Match.com, are today one of the fastest growing and popular online industries. Many of the companies currently engaged in this business have seen their stock values soar in recent months. In studying internet dating service providers, it is difficult to separate strategic issues from customer or end user concepts. Throughout this paper, these conceptual viewpoints will be interwoven in order to compare more fully the customers' online experience with the strategic position of e-commerce firms. The overall success of several key players, such as eHarmony.com, may be due in part to their overall marketing strategy, which focuses on customer relationship management (CRM) by leveraging the information connectivity of the internet.
The application of CRM principles requires an understanding of one-stop shopping, customer tracking analytics and marketing, customer-based call centers, and timely field service. There is much competition in the CRM field, with Siebel (www.siebel. com), Oracle (www.oracle.com), PeopleSoft (www.peoplesoft.com), and SAP (www.sap. com) being the major companies deploying CRM. Several online dating companies have developed a customized business strategy based on CRM principles that focus on varying aspects of each customer's desires and budget. This CRM-focus allows these firms to customize "the who" and "the how" in a segmented marketing plan, thus developing a more positive and trusting relationship with their clients. Throughout this paper examples of customized business strategies in the online dating industry will be cited which illustrate this simple, but powerful, approach. Successful online dating companies are discovering how lucrative this market is and by specializing in Exploring online dating and CRM single-target markets, have developed systems to improve on CRM concepts. CRM applications have helped not only dating services, but also the entire online industry, to improve relationships with consumers.
Market segmentation
The dating industries market is demographically very diverse. This diversity can be addressed through strategically leveraging the internet, and through adopting a proactive CRM approach to customer service. Potential customer differences in age, religion, nationality, interests, location, and many other factors, define their preferences in selecting companions. However, the basic drive for companionship has led many single men and women to broaden their range of dating options. The internet has enabled them to meet, and sometimes even marry heir online counterparts. After years of sifting through millions of people with varying wants and needs using a very generalized approach, the dating industry appears to be developing a more specialized market segmentation strategy. With such a large potential client pool, and many integrated market techniques to chose from, many companies are choosing to. In other words, instead of trying to match every customer with their prospective mate, a more typical online dating service may target a few factors based, for example, on geographic boundaries (i.e. only people in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA), on certain racial mix (i.e. only Hispanics), on specialized hobbies or interests (i.e. only people who like sports), or on a selected combination of preference factors that are driven by age, income, and propensity to spend for such services. There can be endless possibilities for market segmentation.
For example, eHarmony.com specifically targets Christians who are looking for a relationship with someone with shared spiritual beliefs. This company is fairly well known due to their unique marketing orientation. Hence, by matching singles that are spiritually compatible, they have developed a following that attracts other like-minded individuals. EHarmony.com extensive advertises their use of a scientific approach to matching individuals based on 29 physical and emotional dimensions that measure compatibility. They claim that these character traits: adaptability, curiosity, and intellect, family background and values, spirituality, and feelings about children, emotional temperament and skills (such as conflict resolution) are their key roles to achieving a higher success rate than their competitors.
Online dating service companies such as Seek4Love.com are perhaps not as well known because they have not developed a specific target market, and are considered to be a more generic dating service. An inspection of their web site reveals that they offer international dating services, pen pals, marriage, and matchmaking services.
Another example of a dating service that could benefit from a single market segment is Fantasy2go.com. This company targets adults who want to find partners for short-or long-term relationships. In essence, they offer adult dating agencies to adult singles who seek direct contact with people for dating, romance, and mates. Comparing these online summaries, it is obvious that eHarmony.com has the narrowest market segment, and is considered more financially successful than the other two. Profitability appears to be directly correlated with the ability to customize market segment, and apply basic CRM principles, while still taking advantage of the convenient broadcasting aspects of the internet.
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Importance of loyalty One of the most important goals of a web site should be to maximize loyalty, and the long-term value of that customer's purchase. Counting the number of web site hits is not the way to measure a web site success. The quality of the customers, and their purchasing power, are more important ways to determine a web site's success. Customer acquisition and not retention is usually given the top priority, as volume-based measures are easy to keep track of and cheaper to implement than quality-based measures.
Smith (2002), in a very explicit and simple manner, notes that e-commerce strategies that help retain customers promote customer loyalty on the Web. Differential pricing and pricing based on elasticity does not encourage customer loyalty, because customers become aware of such practices and take their business where such practices are not prevalent. Free services do not attract customer loyalty, as many companies that have not been able to sustain business based on advertising dollars, have folded. Also, annoying pop-ups and banner advertising have also not had an impact on retaining customers.
Some of the activities which do promote loyalty are: offering rewards for purchases; strong online content, which attracts customers; incentives such as coupons; and cutting-edge technology. Updating the appearance of a web site, and new content, also attract customers. E-mail communications, such as periodic newsletters, remind customers of the web presence. Reminders to the customer to bookmark the web site is another method, because bookmarks are seldom deleted, thus increasing the probability that the will customer revisit.
Companies should also implement business activities and strategies that promote customer loyalty: companies should monitor their performance by measuring product delivery, product performance and post-purchase service and support activities. They should address customer service issues; implement solutions to safeguard against credit-card fraud; and built trust by assuring customers they may shop without any security concerns. Firms should focus their efforts on a selected target market; they should also integrate distribution channels for greater compatibility; and they should build relationships with their customers by taking advantage of data mining, e-mail, and surveys.
Market medium
Dating services need to advertise and/or promoting a safe and secure environment, if their reputation is in order to acquire mainstream customer acceptance. An online dating service will get mentioned on search engines through meeting basic subscription requirements. However, how can an online dating company reach their specific target market and maintain a reputation of trustworthiness? Intensive research into customer needs and approachability may be the first step. The example of eHarmony illustrates that research into religious preferences, and alignment with other web sites related to Christian beliefs permitted the company to become associated with more traditional Christian outlets.
Once a company has determined that sufficient interest exists to warrant the establishment of a particular target audience, marketing promotions such as mailed flyers and/or personalized e-mails help to establish creditability. As previously mentioned, using a religious market personalization as, eHarmony.com has Exploring online dating and CRM experienced huge financial success. Other companies with a wider market base that periodically send out a massive number of e-mails containing little or no personalization, are usually considered spam and are routinely deleted by potential customers. This nonspecific approach is not sound business practice in dealing with such an intimate issue as dating services. Some companies have resorted to blocking pop-up advertising of sensitive and potentially embarrassing information for whoever is working on a computer at a certain time. Using this method hardly defines the specific target market, usually generates little business, and generally cheapens the reputation of the firm. An effective strategy requires operational effectiveness, differentiation, and a customer focus. Porter (1991 Porter ( , 1996 suggested that operational effectiveness and strategy are both essential to superior performance. Neither one alone will achieve the same results as the two functioning together. For example, a manufacturing company may find the perfect way to produce their goods at minimal cost, and this will lead to lower prices for consumers. However, if that same manufacturer does not find a way to make their product stand out from the rest, it simply has a cheap product. This may lead to gains in profits, but this will only last as long as the consumers still have a need or desire for the product. If the competition gets ahead of the game with a sound strategy to draw in consumers for their product, the first company can quickly lose its position. Another key area of strategy is differentiating a company from its competitors, and finding ways to stand out from similar businesses. For example, automobile manufacturers who advertise all-wheel drive vehicles are trying to offer something above and beyond the competition. An e-commerce business must set their products/services apart in the local market by emphasizing that due to their information technology (IT) infrastructure, customer service and personnel, they can offer better service than their competitors. Customer service should not be sacrificed when a business expands. Because their business deals with customer satisfaction, they should offer a lucrative incentive for returning customers, and referrals to set them apart from their competition. By creating value-added incentives for their customers, they can create strong long-term relationships that lead to repeat business, instead of simply being a ratings-driven organization.
Some companies, such as lavalife.com know their target market and air commercials during television shows that their market is said to watch. This is a well-developed strategy, because they know who they are reaching and when. Knowing your target market is a key element to a company's success, and it also helps to build a stronger customer relationship between the business and the consumer. Using personalization from the beginning helps to build a relationship with the customer. Building relationships with customers also aids in matching customers with their prospective mates, and in keeping them as long-term customers.
Why do people join online matchmaking services? Some join to save time, others to experiment to "see what's out there". There are certain minimum expectations of the services that will be provided. First, there is an awareness of what information about individuals will be collected and shared. Next, there is an understanding that this information will be compared against information provided by others, and that a list of those with similar traits will be presented to the users of such services. Lastly, individuals requesting and paying for such services must have the ability to communicate with these selected people. The basic value proposition of the online OIR 29,1 dating service is the ability to provide appropriate matches. It is extremely important to stress that the matches are appropriate, based on the imputed criteria, but that they are not guaranteed. Since there are hundreds of subtle personal and interpersonal traits that are not collected in the matching process, the results provided must be viewed as a starting point only. In general, it is perceived that online matchmaking companies use elaborate data collection, statistics and data mining techniques to provide customers with potential dates they will be interested in pursuing.
Online dating statistical and data mining concepts In search of the stable relationship How does a matchmaking service know whom to match with whom? The process begins with accurate and secure data collection. Typically these services provide customers with forms that allow individual likes and dislikes to be identified, selected demographic information to be captured and shared, and the traits that a customer is seeking to be prioritized. At the most basic level, there are customer preferences that must be treated as absolutes in terms of final selection criteria. A particular user may seek someone who has specific traits, and these characteristics cannot be excluded. These are termed deterministic variables. In addition, certain elective criteria ultimately lend complexity to the matching system, based on the traits that users prefer or initially select. These are termed probabilistic variables (Subramanyan and Sharnprapai, 1999) .
Hence, combinations of deterministic and probabilistic questions are submitted to the users, and a profile is created. The questions essentially include both biographical and "wish list" data. The highest priority for initial searches is usually given to biographical data (including sensitive personal information such as age, height, tastes in music and fashion), and fairly objective and stable information about individual preferences. Secondary, but equally important, data include reasonable "wish list" data to be used in locating a partner. These data are then used in data mining exercises in order to generate a listing of potential matches that are appropriate to the data input. It must be remembered that this is a two-way communication exercise, where all consenting members want their lists cross-checked and tabulated. It is also important to state that not every data element should positively correlate (e.g. high priority items or elements should be similar for religious and sexual preferences) while other elements may be negatively correlated (e.g. for assertiveness or extrovertness, it may be desirable to mix types).
Over time, data gathering and matching techniques have evolved into more complex systems and schema. Match.com has developed a personality test that generates a six-page personal attraction report, with detailed information in major sections entitled: "Who You Are", "Who You're Looking For", and "Sex" (Match.com Personal Attraction, 2003) . The information that is gathered in this detailed listing is used in matching selected personality characteristics. This is done in an effort to increase the success of the match and provide more compatible partners for customers. How do the matching algorithms determine who is a match and who is not? One way to compare the deterministic and probabilistic traits of a person's responses is to rank the potential match by similarity; or by scoring each response against a similar, paired response (including negatively correlated responses where appropriate). These sets of responses become a baseline for the most preferred candidate; as well as providing the Exploring online dating and CRM second and third most preferred candidates, and so on. This algorithm is referred to as the stable marriage algorithm (Mairson, 1992) .
In an application of this algorithm, two sets of people, typically a male and a female, each have a list of their preferred mate, with overlapping selections allowed (i.e. two females can have the same male as their first choice). The couples are paired, with one set proposing a relationship, each initially attempting to pair with their most-preferred mate. For example, if the first male has their most preferred mate (i.e. female number 5) and this female's most preferred mate is the first male, then the pairing is considered stable and they are removed early from the algorithm. This process continues until all pairs are matched. The key to the algorithm is based on which set does the initial proposing. When the males do the proposing, they are at an advantage because they are more likely to be paired with a female higher on their preferred list than the non-proposing females. The rationale is that the non-proposing female can only reject those not on her list, and that she is taking a risk if she should reject a proposing male, hoping to later be proposed to by a more preferred male. This results in the males having the preferred scenario over the females, referred to as male-optimal or female-pessimal decision making. An alternative to this algorithm is one where the female keeps the most preferred male "on a string", temporarily removing him from the matching algorithm, yet still considering other matches for herself (Rudich, 2003) . However, these examples are only the initial steps in a process that can be quite convoluted in the possible pathways for matching selected criteria.
The stable marriage algorithm can be viewed as the basis for further proprietary algorithms and eventual tweaking. How does the matching service test the listings it provides, since "the appropriate match" is the true value that it is offering? To analyze the success of results presented to users, online dating services typically use data mining and statistical techniques. For example, Oxford Data Mining Ltd (Pandher, 2003) compared the frequency of e-mails between the matched pairs, labeled e-mail promiscuity, in an effort to improve the matching algorithm. An e-mail promiscuity map is generated, where the outer ring represents people who send, but do not receive any e-mails. The nucleus, which is usually located in the center, represents those who send and receive e-mails to and from a small subset, and the middle ring consists of those that exchange e-mails with only a few other members.
A comparison of the e-mail promiscuity map may lead to more questions. Who are the high-senders? Who are the high receivers? For example, according to Pandher (2003) , high senders may describe themselves as scientific and their personality style as generous. Low senders, on the contrary, may be characterized as females who are seeking an intimate and long-term relationship. High receivers may be females seeking an intimate relationship, who describe themselves as more scientific in their approach to finding a mate. Low receivers are typically males seeking a partner aged under 31, who generally describe themselves as organized. This is only one example of how data mining and statistical pairing may be used in finding appropriate matches that provide valued-added services to customers. Each online dating service often develops its own proprietary algorithms, usually using combinations of proven techniques in an attempt to find the one that matches people best. Anton and Petouhoff (2002) stressed the importance of the triad of people, process, and technology in developing a strategy centered on the theme of customer service. This triad should be examined before any CRM software is implemented for a business enterprise. An e-commerce business needs follow the triad in order: i.e. the first stage is people, the second is process, and last is technology. The first question that should be asked is if a firm's CRM strategy starts with the needs of people. Many of the successful online dating services studied the target market, and the expectations of people to whom they wish to provide a service. Creating a specific market niche helps to deliver the types of services the customer would reasonably demand.
Another aspect of meeting the needs of people is dealing with the internal customer, namely a company's employees. E-commerce firms must be able to recruit individuals who can significantly contribute to a CRM strategy. The reason for this may be quite simple. First, they (the employees) will buy into it if they are creating it. Second, if you understand what services you want to provide, it becomes clearer where the gaps are in who is providing the services (people), how the services are provided (process), and the vehicle by which they are delivered (technology) (Anton and Petouhoff, 2002, p. 39) .
Match.com has taken this concept and used it in the creation of their business model. The corporate culture at Match.com holds fast to the entrepreneurial spirit of community, while continually championing the unique and very personal demands of their members. The Match.com culture appeals to individuals who thrive in hyper-driven environments, who work just as hard as they play, and who believe that every voice matters. This is also a description of how match.com runs their business. They are focused on having employees with great attitudes that will be expressed in the end product, the web site which they create, and the services that they offer.
In the second step of the triad, the process, the question of how the firm mapped out their process for service needs to be answered (Anton and Petouhoff, 2002, p. 7) . For a business with many competitors, focusing on customers' needs is top priority. John A. Young, the former CEO of Hewlett-Packard suggested that the chain of events that leads to customer satisfaction begins with design decisions, runs through marketing, manufacturing and field sales, and culminates in after-sales support (see Anton and Petouhoff, 2002, p. 61) . Figure 1 is a simplified model of customer needs that creates a chain of events that ultimately leads to customer satisfaction with online dating experiences.
Most of the online dating web sites attempt to provide excellent customer service by offering as many options as possible, as evident from this author's detail review of the web sites of 36 major online dating companies. For an example, Datingdirect.com has links that help potential customers search the database faster and more easily, without many embarrassing initial questions. They have a "who likes me" section, which lists people who added the individual customer to their favorites' list. This significantly Exploring online dating and CRM narrows the participant's search by showing links to people who already feel that the individual's characteristics are a good match for them. Also, there is a query that shows a list of new people who joined the site. The query typically runs for seven, 14, and 30 days. This option saves time because the user does not have to review the entire database system more than once. In addition, there is a "Cupid Mail Settings" option, which sends an e-mail every week to the user informing him/her of new members.
For example, at Kiss.com, a participant can receive a notification via e-mail every week to inform of singles that match his/her preferences. The management team at Kiss.com has chosen to take their web site even further. On their web site, an individual can find a calendar of events in their city that may even offer discounts for listed events. There are also links to subject matter-related articles, white papers, love stories, horoscopes, and gift suggestions. Under the quizlet link at Kiss.com, for example, a user can take many different quizzes about themselves and/or a particular partner, such as a compatibility test. Another interesting link for Kiss.com is the polls section for sharing information on individual preferences. This link, along with the other sections, helps the company understand what the customer wants as a means of enhancing future offerings. Providing more than the basic service through Internet application or CRM principles helps attract new customers to online services, as well as retaining existing ones. An effective measure to determine a company's is success is to examine their growth. Online dating services have grown tremendously over the last few years. Figure 2 shows this growth over a four-month period a variety of online dating service providers. Certain companies are evidently more adept at applying both the principles of good service and personalization strategies, as shown by a decline in sales of three of the companies listed in Figure 2 . Kiss.com. It is free to place a photo profile, browse and search the advertisements. However, in order to read or reply to whispers or messages you must pay to be a member. The prices range from $24.95 for one month or up to $119.95 for 12 months.
. Match.com. Free to search the profiles and create one for yourself. In order to access the site features, which you need to do to contact another person, you must pay $24.99 per month. Match.com is a typical company in terms of its charges to users. In order to calculate total monthly revenue, approximately 800,000 subscribers paid $24.95 for monthly access, which roughly amounts to US$20 million of revenue. Online dating is certainly a profitable and high demand e-commerce industry.
Consumer concerns and potential problems
Legal risks and privacy policies With the online dating industry rapidly becoming such an enormous profit center, an individual user may wonder what type of legal protection these companies offer to ensure that personal information is kept private and confidential. In addition, many potential users are probably concerned about the safety precautions that must be taken before formally meeting a potential online mate. Most online dating web sites that dating services usually clearly describe the steps they take to maintain such sensitive information in a confidential manner. However, there are a few common precautions participants can take to keep themselves safe as they venture into taking an online meeting one step further. Most reputable online service providers' homepages reassure users about their corporate privacy and security policies, as well as outlining limitations on personal legal issues and overall liabilities. Computer Dating USA (www.computerdatingusa.com), for example, has a legal disclaimer page warning in capital letters of the possibility of user abuse. Computer Dating USA does not monitor private e-mail among its members. It is possible that other Computer Dating USA members or users may post or transmit offensive or obscene materials that anyone may be involuntarily exposed to.
Most online dating service providers state in their privacy policy that they collect financial information solely to bill the users of their services, and that they strive to protect the confidentiality of their visitors. Most web sites have security measures in place, such as secured passwords, linkages to secure servers, and encryption techniques. However, most state that they cannot completely guarantee that their measures are will Exploring online dating and CRM safeguard information from hackers/crackers and other illicit users. Although the more information that these services require from customers, the better service they will be able to provide, the amount and type of information given is completely voluntary, and common sense must prevail in order to protect privacy as much as possible. For example, Lavalife (www.lavalife.com) has a privacy policy that has almost exactly the same wording as Computer Dating USA. They state that they only monitor members' private exchanges if they suspect users of being under 18 years of age, and/or if they have knowledge of violations of their services. Lavalife further suggests that a user's account is private and should not be used by anyone else. Consumers are totally responsible for others who make use of their passwords. This is also the case at eHarmony. Their service is robust and is designed to collect a wide variety of information, which is used in order to find matches that offer the highest possible chance of a successful long-term relationship or marriage. Their confidentiality statement page also states that customers' information is strictly confidential and that users can have any and all information deleted at any time by request. According to their confidentiality statement, eHarmony has extensive security measures in place to protect against the loss, misuse and alteration of the information stored in their database. These measures include the use of secure server technology during credit card transactions and administrative access to web site data, as well as other proprietary security measures which are applied to all repositories and transfers of user information.
Implications for online information sharing and retrieval
The rapid growth of the online dating industry has important implications for the creation, storage, retrieval and use of online and digital information. These implications extend beyond the availability of personal data, into questions about the ultimate use of this data, and about who has access rights. It is clear that, at management level, online dating services accord high priority to privacy and confidentiality issues. Corporate reputations depend on online dating services' ability to earn the trust of their customers, and to protect their customers' personal integrity. What most companies do not address so clearly are the many privacy and personal protection issues that arise for people who may use their services. Many companies require customers to sign a statement electronically to the effect that company personnel are not legally responsible for customers' well being. Companies state that they cannot be held accountable for the personal attributes of each person who joins their service. They frequently state that they are a dating service only, not a detective agency. Their only obligation is to protect the confidentiality of data provided by the customer, and to find people who match the customer's criteria. Once a customer has chosen a match, corporate responsibility and liability ends. Ultimately, the customer is responsible for his/her own protection when entering into an online relationship. It will be interesting to study any legal action that may arise out of crimes that occur as a result of online dating activities. The effects on the online dating industry and on the legal system may be significant.
Several situations have potentially serious ramifications for individuals who meet someone online who has a personal history of criminal behavior. One type of dangerous situation is cyberstalking. There is no universally accepted definition of cyberstalking: the term may be defined as stalking or harassing someone by use of the Internet, e-mail or other electronic communications device. This situation may become OIR 29,1 even more dangerous if the person takes the stalking offline. In this case, the customer may have receive snail mail or harassing phone calls from the stalker, who may find out where they live, leading to even more serious security issues. Online customers must always be aware of how much information that they are willing to give out to strangers. If a customer is continuously being harassed online, they should not hesitate to inform their internet service provider (ISP) as well as the online dating service provider, in order to block the harassment. Customers should keep as evidence all harassing e-mails and other online communications. If the problem persists, customers should contact their local law enforcement agency.
The electronic authentication techniques used by online dating companies cannot guarantee that customers who meet online are who they say they. When meeting someone online, there are many safety precautions that customers must take themselves. Online services do not always offer background checks for their members, so customers need to take their safety into their own hands. Listed below are several common sense safety tips from a variety of online dating services for people who wish to meet their potential mate in person:
. Always be cautious and use common sense.
. Never give out your real name, telephone number, e-mail address, home address, or place of work. Talking on the telephone can reveal information about a person's social skills, but it is best for them to give their number first, rather than giving out your number.
. If you feel the need to give out your number, always give your cell phone number instead of your home number, since this makes it more difficult to track location. If you are really interested in a particular person it would be a good idea to do a background check before meeting. Some online dating services offer this service, but you may need to pay to have your own background check done.
. When you feel you are ready to meet in person always meet in a safe place that is open to the public. Ask with a family member or friend to accompany you.
Most of the above safe-dating tips were derived from a number of prominent and reputable companies offering services through the following web sites: americansingles.com, cyberangles.org, dateseeker.net, and bookofmatches.com. Good common sense is the key to a safe online dating experience. Online dating companies Exploring online dating and CRM need to implement procedures that allow them to verify the accuracy of their customers' information. For example, global online dating, by crossing ethical and religious barriers, raises legal issues about whether a country can successfully regulate access to personal data, in the attempt to influence the moral conduct of its citizenry within and/or outside its geographic boundaries. If online companies want to succeed in attracting customers to their web sites, they will have to ensure the safety of their customers' information, and show sensitivity to the religions and customs of the area in which they hop to compete for business. In essence, online dating enterprises jockeying for position in a successful industry with great future growth need to follow the value-added principles of CRM.
General conclusions and implications
Strategically, the online dating industry phenomenon seems set for continued growth in the coming years. New virtual distribution channels are being formed, and information-based products and services can be delivered through these systems. As previously stated, one online dating service provider calculated monthly revenue from approximately 800,000 paid subscribers at approximately US$20 million. Since the start-up cost are extremely reasonable, many companies are able to turn a profit relatively quickly, with minimum investment. Perhaps as the novelty wears off, growth within this sector will decline. However, as communications systems become more sophisticated and cheaper, companies can lower the cost of their initial investment. If this trend continues, online dating firms will need to concentrate on their value-added CRM strategies while expanding their market share. In a global economy national borders are no longer a barrier to such services. Internet dating services are rapidly becoming one of the biggest e-commerce customer-to-customer (C2C) industries. This is in part due to the development of a customized business strategy that focuses on different aspects of customer needs, allowing them to have a more positive relationship with their clients.
Many online dating service providers develop their own proprietary algorithms, attempting to find the one that best matches people. Combinations of deterministic and probabilistic questions are typically submitted to the users and customized profiles are created. Over time, data gathering and matching techniques have evolved into ever more complex systems, which in turn leads to greater management challenges to ensure that the industry conforms to high ethical standards. Online dating services have to find ways to protect their customers' information. Companies need to be aware of electronic contracting legislation such as the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (E-SIGN), the Uniform Computer Information Transaction Act (UCITA), and the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) (Berenstein and Campbell, 2002) . They need to understand the definitions behind these laws, how they pertain to businesses and consumers, and what they mean for e-commerce. Although many of these laws appear to have greater impact for B2B transactions, they have potential implications for the online dating industry. Specifically, the legislation addresses: how online contracts are formed; timing of acceptance; contract formalities; authentication; digital signatures; security; and consumer protection. There are clearly defined steps that dating services may take in order to keep their promise of maintaining an individual's information confidentially. Those companies that are able to protect consumer information will succeed in gaining a larger market share. OIR 29,1
